proceeded with the assurance that Ellesmere preserves the poet's own final arrangement of the Canterbury fragments, despite the fact that this confi dence was not shared by an earlier generation of textual scholars at work analyzing the full range of surviving manuscripts. Brusendorff, Tatlock, Manly, and Dempster reached a critical consensus in concluding that none of the manuscript sequences, however attractive, had any final authority in determining the order of the groups. 3 Largely excluding the testimony of these textual experts, unity studies have also tended to fall prey to a circularity in their own logic. A typical argument begins with the assump tion that there must be an orderly and meaningful arrangement of details in the frame narrative, proceeds to set Ellesmere's time and place references in a naturalistic sequence-leaving the pilgrims unnaturalistically outside Canterbury (or the Celestial Jerusalem) without the return to the Tabard announced in The General Prologue-and then concludes that the frame narrative does indeed have an orderly and meaningful arrangement which gives rise to an aesthetic unity. 4 In a recent return to the manuscript evidence, Larry Benson has sought to confirm the belief that Ellesmere does indeed preserve Chaucer's own final arrangement of fragments, although his argument is made prob lematic by the findings of a new generation of textual critics. 5 Norman Blake and most of the scholars working on the Variorum Chaucer, while disagreeing on particulars of production, agree on the following points: ( 1) Hengwrt and Ellesmere were copied by the same scribe, (2) Hengwrt is the older of the two manuscripts, (3) the Ellesmere arrangement is derived from Hengwrt, and (4) Hengwrt's readings are superior to Ellesmere's and therefore it is preferred as a base text. While Benson's argument combines the virtues of intellectual thoroughness and speculative zeal-"Anything is possible," he writes-he does not finally resolve the paradox of having a single scribe produce a good text with a muddled order of fragments, then a poorer text with a restored, definitive order.
The appeal of Ellesmere to modern critics is partly explained by its undeniable appearance as a book in the medieval as well as the modern sense. Parkes and Doyle have broken new ground in exploring the pro cesses by which such a book was produced, finding that Ellesmere fits best into the category of compi!atio, a genre developed in academic and legal circles during the thirteenth century for bringing together authorities in a systematic and accessible format. what he could add, he was free to rearrange his materials by imposing a new ordinatio. Instead of transmitting Chaucer's own structure and appa ratus -though including glosses which are perhaps the poet's own -the Ellesmere scribe emerges as an intelligent person who developed the inchoate structure of Chaucer's unfinished work in a conventional form. Rather than perfectly preserving the poet's structural intentions, then, Ellesmere takes its place among other early manuscript collections as the enterprise of a proto-editor coming to terms with the challenge of ordering a large work which, when all the pieces were put together, was still painfully incomplete.
Over the past three decades a case for questioning the authority of Ellesmere and the one-way design which it implies has been steadily argued by Charles Owen: "The text of the Canterbury Tales nowhere supports the theory so popular with critics that Chaucer abandoned the homeward journey." 7 Lydgate's Siege a/Thebes and the Northumberland manuscript of The Canterbury Tales, which contains the unique copy of The Tale of Beryn, offer supporting testimony that two capable readers working in the first decades after Chaucer's death did indeed take the announced plan of The General Prologue at face value, if not in the actual number of tales to be told, at least in a narrative outline which would have the pilgrims turn their backs on Canterbury and set off toward London. 8 The Beryn poet brings the pilgrims to their goal in the cathedral, allows them an overnight stay during which the Pardoner has a misadventure with Paul, 1966) , p. 17, notes that the significance of a journey to a native holy place was very different from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, thus undermining Howard's reliance upon guidebooks and diaries concerning these special Jerusa lem pilgrimages. a local tapster, and then puts them back on the road to Southwerk. In the Prologue to The Siege a/Thebes, Lydgate places himself in Canterbury as a pilgrim who falls in with Chaucer's merry band. As they set off toward London the next morning, the monk of Bury is invited to tell a tale and complies with 4,500-line version of the ancient romance of Thebes.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the alternative "ideas" of The Canterbury Tales arrived at by these two fifteenth-century readers, who clearly understood the unfinished outline of the collection differently from Ellesmere and Professor Howard. Their efforts as continuators represent editorial decisions and critical responses which are nearly contemporary with Chaucer-Lydgate may have known the poet himself-and therefore deserve more recognition than has hitherto been granted to them.9 Once we have grudgingly accepted the grafting of inferior poetry to a work of literary genius, it is worth exploring three aspects of each continuator's enterprise: (I) his sense of a round-trip journey not ending with the pilgrimage's goal in Canterbury Cathedral, (2) his attitude toward charac terization and fictional coherence within the frame narrative, and (3) the contextualization of each supplemental tale within the frame narrative which has been newly expanded to contain it.
I
The Beryn poet was a scrupulous, discerning reader of the Canterbury fragments which came down to him. Though lacking his master's gifts as a versifier, he had a fine ear for colloquial dialogue, as well as real talents for inventing and staging comic action. Unlike Chaucer's own brief, some-9 It has recently been drawn to my attention that just such an investigation has been called for by Judson Boyce Allen and Theresa Anne Moritz, A Distinction of Ston' es: The Medieval Unity of Chaucer' s Fair Chain ofNaTTatives for Canterbury (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1981 ), p. 41, n. 70. In general, their study argues that "normative arrays of exempla" in the Canterbury collection generate explicitly Christian meanings and yield an ethical unity which does not rely upon any sequential unity within the frame narrative (pp. 68-74) and therefore all surviving manuscripts should be studied so that the question of ordering might be approached on firmer medieval grounds (pp. 98-99). Other critical issues are raised by Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), although the author himself maintains that there was "a great age before the Flood" extending from Homer to Shakespeare when a master such as Chaucer "moved his ephebe [sic] only to love and emulation and not to anxiety" (p. 122). Yet any reader of fifteenth century English literature will recognize how wrong this cavalier dismissal is, although such an exploration of medieval manifestations of poetic anxiety must await future studies.
times very sketchy links, his continuing frame narrative of 732 lines has a sophisticated structure which alternates episodes featuring various pilgrims with scenes comprising the Pardoner's fabliau adventure with a local tapster and her paramour. Even without the Pardoner interludes, the Prologue to The Tale of Beryn is more eventful than even The General Prologue, which constitutes over a quarter of the entire frame narrative of the Canterbury collection but in which the pilgrims actually do very little besides dine, chat (none of the table talk is directly quoted), and agree to the Host's diversion of tale-telling. My review of that invented action in the following paragraphs is designed not so much to document the Beryn poet's ingenuity as to illustrate his grasp of the characterizations and the narrative strategies of the original poem into which his continuation is fitted.
The poet shows a solid understanding of Chaucer's characterizations in The General Prologue as well as the links. The Monk has a "manly chere" (Beryn 138), and the lecherous Friar wants to sprinkle holy water on the pilgrims so that he will have a chance to get a better look at the Nun's face (lines 141-44). The Prioress behaves "as vomman tau3t of gemil blood & hend" (line 287), while the pious Knight takes charge of leading the procession to the shrine in the cathedral, where the Miller and other "lewde sores" wander about as if they were gentlemen trying to identify coats of arms and interpret the images in the stained glass (lines 147-56). After their religious duties are fulfilled, the Knight and his son change their clothes, since the Knight had set out wearing a humble tunic soiled by his coat of mail and the fashion-conscious Squire has a stylish wardrobe to show off. Father and son then go out to study the city's fortifications, which would be of professional interest to men of arms. The Squire pays careful attention to his father's long-winded lecture (the Knight has told by far the longest tale so far), while his youthful thoughts are constantly fixed upon the "lady pat he lovid best," who kept him awake at night (lines 231-50).
The Beryn poet also recalls prior altercations from the links. The Sum moner is still stinging so much from the tale told at his expense by the Friar that he plans to repay him in kind, once again, "yf it hap[pene J homeward pat ech man tell his tale" (lines 184-90). The Pardoner also takes pains to avoid the Host, who had so roundly cursed him after his tale of the three rioters (lines 19-21). Wherever characters appear inconsistent with their former selves, the poet seems to be poking fun rather than betraying carelessness. 10 When we are told that the Wife of Bath is so tired that she prefers to sit in the kitchen garden with the Prioress, and later in the parlor with the innkeeper's wife, surely we are meant to smile at this middle-aged woman who had talked a good show earlier but has now run out of steam. Her lustiness was all verbal, and this woman who claimed to know wander ing by the way now has "no will to walk" (lines 281-86).
In a far more pointed manner, the Beryn poet's recollection of Chaucer's original description of the Pardoner changes his present slapstick fabliau into a more savage farce. He shows too much familiarity with the other pilgrims not to know that the figure chosen to play the major role in his addition was described in The General Prologue as "a geldyng or a mare" ( GP, I, 691 ). Whether this means the Pardoner was a eunuch or homosex ual-or both 11 -he is certainly a candidate foredoomed to failure in his amatory assault upon a barmaid.
Almost the instant that the pilgrims arrive at their inn in Canterbury, the Pardoner makes an unambiguous pass at Kitt the tapster, who repre sents herself as a young widow and coyly leads him on. After visiting the cathedral, he returns to the inn and surprises her in her bedroom, not leaving until he has won her permission to return that night after the others have gone to bed. When he does contrive to sneak back after the candles have been extinguished, Kitt is in bed with her real lover, who proceeds to beat the Pardoner over the back and head with the pilgrim's staff which he· had left behind earlier. outside Alison's window in The Miller's Tale (cf. 493-507). But if he is indeed a recognizable eunuch, whose appearance and temperament con form to the medieval pathology as it has been explored by Walter Curry, then medical treatises help explain his compulsive behavior which leads nowhere. One medieval physician described the eunuchus ex nativitate as "a man beardless by nature [who] is endowed with a fondness for women and for crafty dealings, inasmuch as he is impotent in performing the works of Venus." 12 If he hopes to sleep with Kitt to assuage his lust, he reveals that aspect of his personality which is self-deceptive and self destructive. His Prologue and Tale, placed just before The Canon's Yeo man's Tale in preceding The Tale o/Beryn in Northumberland, depict him as a person capable of castrating himself metaphorically by first admitting to the falseness of his relics and then soliciting a donation from the Host. This had been a prior instance of his inviting the abuse which he was self destined to receive. Learning nothing from his own sermon and ex emplum, this licentious, debauched figure plunges into the scheming life of the tavern, "that develes temple," which had been the undoing of the three rioters in his tale. At minimum, his prior delight in relics and money bespeaks a sterility of spirit which is taken up by the Beryn poet: when the Pardoner enters the cathedral, his interest is fixed upon the stained-glass windows; as he leaves, he steals some Canterbury brooches.
What is most important for our purposes, whether we see him as an anatomical or spiritual eunuch, is the reliance of this comic enrichment upon an understanding of how the Pardoner had already been portrayed by Chaucer. Thus the story of his bitter experience with Kitt and her lover cannot be fully appreciated as an independent piece. The fabliau episodes have been fused with the Prologue to The Tale o/Beryn, and the Prologue has been fully integrated into the whole of the frame narrative of the Canterbury collection as it was understood by a skillful storyteller attempt ing to fill the central gap in the design which Chaucer had originally announced. The fact that he locates almost all the action at the "Cheker of the Hope," with only momentary regard for the shrine of Saint Thomas (lines 163-70), suggests that the Beryn poet was concerned not so much with the spiritualized pilgrimage as with the secular, nonreligious, and even grossly irreverent quality of a frame story which had its beginnings in an inn in Southwerk.
Another indicator of the Beryn poet's capability of adapting his skills to Chaucer's narrative strategy shows in the way he has paired the teller with the tale-the Merchant with the adventures of young Beryn. While Chau cer was masterful in the prologues and tales devised for the Wife of Bath and the Pardoner, for example, other instances are less impressive, and the assignments of tales to the Shipman and the Second Nun are notoriously makeshift. Nothing in The General Prologue's description of the Merchant prepares the reader for the sardonic tale of January and May which he offers, and the Prologue to The Merchant's Tale itself, with the unhappy man's lament over his two-month marriage to a shrew, comes off as a lackluster introduction probably added in rough-draft fashion following "Lenvoy de Chaucer" at the end of The Clerk's Tale. 13 The tale of the young merchant Beryn, however, is very nicely suited to a pilgrim whom The General Prologue had described as "sownynge alwey th' encrees of his wynnyng" ( GP, I, 275) when actually he had fallen into debt. It incorpo rates the lurking anxieties which a merchant must have felt whenever his ships set sail for a foreign port-that they might be shipwrecked along the way, that they might arrive safely only to fall victim to local regulations, or that the citizenry might conspire to cheat him of his vessels and cargo. The story ends with a wish-fulfilling victory on the part of the young merchant, who thwarts the schemes of the locals, redeems his five ships, doubles his investment, and ends up marrying the king's beautiful daughter. 14 This outcome is doubly appropriate for the altered version of the Merchant, since Northumberland (fol. 71 r-v) follows the practice ofHeng wrt and other manuscripts of the d-order in substituting The Franklin's Prologue for the original Merchant's Prologue . 15 The resulting view of the Merchant, not as a shrew-ridden husband but as a father upset by his son's misconduct, makes almost poignant his interest in the young Beryn, a prodigal son who causes his father much grief until the trials of his 14 For an examination of the tales as entries into the psychologies of the tellers, see While the Beryn poet fully grasped the narrative strategy of Chaucer's tales as accesses to the personalities of the tellers and as digressive commen taries on the frame action, he was also alive to the realism of the "roadside drama" which critics earlier in our own century perceived as the unifying principle in Chaucer's work. 16 The arrival of the pilgrim band in Canter bury is not transformed into an ascent to the Heavenly Jerusalem. It is the arrival of thirty-two merry travelers in the medieval equivalent of a tourist town, one which would have been known as a solid secular reality to the poet who, the colophon leads us to believe, was himself a Canterbury monk. 17 A "mydmorowe" entry into town (Beryn 13) allows the action to follow smoothly from The Canon's Yeoman's Tale, which was begun "in the morwe-tyde" at Boughton-under-Blean and was meant to last until the pilgrims reached Canterbury (CYP, 588, 556, 623-26). Harry Bailey goes off to secure lodgings for the night, religious duties are quickly followed by various forms of relaxation -as befitting a narrative more concerned with "game" than "ernest" -and early the next morning the group starts its journey back to Southwerk.
Only at this point, with the start of the return half of the trip (lines 683-97), does the poet allow himself an imitation of the springtime opening of The General Prologue. As a clever twist, this description of twittering birds and a flowering landscape is put into the mouth of the Host, who ends by insisting that they turn again to the tale-telling com petition which had enlivened their outward voyage (Beryn 699-702):
Who shall be the first that shall vnlace his male, In comfort of vs all, & gyn som mery tale?
The Host decides that they should not draw lots this time, because the cut might fall to someone sleepy or half-drunk-perhaps recalling an earlier episode in the journey when the drunken Miller shouted down the Monk in following the Knight-and so he calls for a sober volunteer instead. The Merchant, known by the Host to have retired early the night before, speaks up and the 3,300-line tale begins.
We cannot say with any certainty how the Beryn poet first came in contact with The Canterbury Tales, whether as scattered pieces which he or an acquaintance had collected from a variety of sources, as an existing collection which had been tossed together in some hopelessly chaotic sequence, or as a compilation having the careful elegance of Ellesmere yet still without satisfying the formal intentions stated in The General Pro logue. We cannot even be sure whether he inherited a complete series of links. The situation is permanently clouded because the Northumberland manuscript is a mutilated descendant of the "edition" in which The Tale of Beryn first appeared. 18 Yet it is hard to imagine that the poet-continuator himself did not have a hand, probably a strong one, in arranging the fragments in an order which suited his concept of a round trip: 1 9 I (A):
VIII (Ga): 18 The best account of the Northumberland manuscript is offered by Manly and Rickert, 1 :387-95. They state that the entire text is written in "one stiff book hand, ugly and awkward" (p. 388), although I detect the entry of a second hand, smaller and neater, commencing with Sir Thopas (fol. 158r).
1 9 The contents of the manuscript are most easily surveyed in ibid., vol. 2, in "Chart II" on the second unnumbered page following p. intelligence behind this thematic rearrangement most likely belonged to the continuator himself, since his supplement to the frame narrative would make little sense unless he could be assured, by his own disposition of materials, that tales besides Beryn would be assigned to the homeward Journey.
The fragments allotted to this homeward ride seem to confirm the poet's care for geographical references, though also raising questions about the degree of corruption in the Northumberland manuscript. With the deletion of The Manciple's Prologue and its allusion to the Cook sleeping "by the morwe" (ManP, IX, 16), fragment X (I) with its afternoon setting follows smoothly after fragment IX (H) as the first line of The Parson's Prologue indicates: "By that the Maunciple hadde his tale al ended." Four o'clock in the afternoon is a credible time to begin a tale which will last until the pilgrims reach Southwerk at sunset, and the "thropes ende" which they are approaching (ParsP, X, 12) could be any of several villages on the outskirts of London, whereas no such thorp seems to have existed at the Canterbury end of the road. 24 Indeed, Harbledown (ManP, IX, 2) is the village where pilgrims normally dismounted to continue humbly on foot (a practice not observed here by Chaucer's travelers) because it was so close to Canterbury that the towers of the cathedral were within easy view-so close, in fact, that no intervening thorp, if there were room for one, would be worth mentioning by the Parson. 25 The appearance of Libra overhead and the Parson's promise "to knytte up al this feeste and make an ende" (ParsP, X, 47) suggest Harry Bailey's weighing of the best tale and the final meal which the pilgrims had agreed to share before disbanding. Yet despite the Beryn poet's proven talents for inventing scenes of human corned y, he does not appear to have com posed an end frame for the travel narrative, although this is far from certain because the manuscript itself breaks off before the conclusion of The Parson's Tale (X, 989). Perhaps there once was a marvelously funny resolution to the story. Perhaps the wily Host found a way to render his verdict without offending his other twenty-nine paying customers, while his wife Godelief, wielding a medieval rolling pin, came elbowing her way to center stage. Or perhaps the Parson's long sermon had such a sobering influence on the pilgrims that they bypassed the Tabard and returned directly home filled with the piety and resolve described as appropriate by Christian Zacher. 26 It is not likely that we shall ever know. The manuscript pages missing from the last quire of Northumberland were sufficient to contain the remainder of The Par son's Tale as well as the Retraction, but this does not foreclose the pos sibility that an additional quire, or perhaps more, once followed at the end.
Taken as it survives, without any supplementary dose-frame, the nar rative of a return to London does not altogether nullify the Parson's intent (ParsP, X, 49-51 ):
To shewe yow the wey in this viage Of thilke parfit glorious pilgrymage That highte Jerusalem celestial.
The classical expression of this peregrinatio image had first appeared in The Knight's Tale: "we been pilgrymes passynge to and fro" (I, 2848). Pagan
Egeus, who voices this doctrine without necessarily asserting final authority over it, nonetheless speaks in accordance with the Christian commonplace that man is "bondon to goye here in }:>is world and not to rest but to traveyll ... for here to stonde is to vs impossible. " 2 7 Because the pilgrimage of man's life is temporal rather than spatial-and therefore it does not matter whether the tale-tellers are moving toward or away from the actual city of Canterbury-the eschatological implications of The Parson's Prologue would remain undiminished. Indeed, there is an aptness in having the Parson return to this theme while the band approaches London, as if to say that the physical trip is over but the true spiritual pilgrimage is only beginning. 2 8 As Daniel Knapp has remarked, "it seems to me that if a redirection of piety by the Parson was to close the world of tales-and to my knowledge no one contests this -such a redirection would have had more force if made after the shrine than if made before. " 29 It would also be apt, aesthetically as well as geographically, for the peregrinatio image to be raised again on the same stretch of highway where the Knight had intro duced it at the start of the literary journey. 13-27, argues persuasively that "it is indeed a structural principle that the endings in Chaucer's poetry treat the speakers' return to a factual, quotidian reality following the extraordinary experience of being totally immersed in the fiction of a dream or story" (p. 14). If the Retraction might be compared to the final prayer in TC, the setting of the Prologue to The Parson's Tale might be likened to the preceding stanza (TC, V, 1856-62) with its reference to Gower and Strode, known friends of Chaucer the man, which returns the £oms of the narrative to the factual reality of their common city, London. 
II
In the Prologue to The Siege of Thebes, the fifty-year-old poet John Lydgate projects himself as a pilgrim giving thanks for his recovery from a recent illness by making the journey to Canterbury, where he falls in with Chaucer's band of pilgrims, who have been lingering there, as it were, like unquiet spirits for the two decades since the death of their creator. The Host invites him to join the company and provide a merry tale, and when they set off the next morning for London, he obliges by offering an account of the ancient city of Thebes from its founding by Amphion to its destruc tion by Theseus. As one of the great Chaucerians of the early fifteenth century, Lydgate proved himself a devoted imitator of literary forms in works such as The Temple of Glas and A Complaynt of a Loveres Lyfe, but he otherwise professed a reluctance to cover the same material which his master had already treated. In The Ptfgn· mage of the Lzfe of Man, for example, he chose to graft Chaucer's lyric "Of Our Lady the ABC" to his text rather than undertake his own translation of these lines from Deguilleville. 31 Permis sion to exercise this borrowing and any other manner of artistic license may have come directly from Chaucer himself, as The Troy Book implies: "For he pat was gronde of wel seying / In al his lyf hyndred no makyng. " 32 Yet rather than usurp the historical materials or foreign sources which Chaucer had already used, Lydgate seems to have preferred "to magnifie" or to "extende the goodlynesse" 33 of Chaucer's work, as he did by continuing the journey of the Canterbury pilgrims. The manuscripts and early printed texts reflect the ambiguous claims of this work. Is it designed as an independent piece or as an organic continua tion of The Canterbury Tales? Of the twenty-three manuscript witnesses from the fifteenth century, five actually attached Thebes to Chaucer's poem. l 4 In British Library Additional 5140, The Canterbury Tales ends with a Latin explicit noting that this has been the last of the tales composed by Chaucer, but it is followed by an incipit announcing the final tale translata et prolata by John Lydgate while returning from Canterbury. correct, the texts of these manuscripts descend from ancestors, or belong to family groups, in which Thebes survives as an isolated work. > 7 This line of descent raises the possibility that some of these earlier specimens might also have been bound as continuations but, owing to their size and internal unity, were physically cut away for independent circulation.
Perhaps encouraged by such couplings in the manuscripts which came to them as copy texts, the early editors Stow (1591), Speght (1598, 1602, 1687), and Urry (1721) followed their instincts as compilers, no doubt with an eye to commercial advantage, and printed the work along with the rest of the Chaucer canon. 38 In light of this steady testimony that Lydgate's poem claimed some legitimacy as a continuation of The Canterbury Ta/es-whether or not the fifteenth-century poet expected an actual phys ical joining of the two works -it is worth evaluating the "idea" that results from the new Lydgatian ending.
As a resurrection of the roadside drama, Lydgate's Prologue fails in nearly every way that The General Prologue and Beryn succeed. The poet had not read closely, did not remember clearly, or (as I shall argue) did not care greatly about the details in The General Prologue and the links that comprised the frame narrative. 39 He has confused the description of his Pardoner with Chaucer's Summoner as well as with Symkyn the miller from The Reeve's Tale (Thebes 32-34; cf. GP 624 and RvT 3935), and he mistakenly alludes to the Friar's altercation with the Pardoner instead of with the Summoner (Thebes 35). Nor does he show a concern for the consistency of time and place references. The astrological setting in the opening of his Prologue does not accord with Chaucer's, 40 and later he states that The Knight's Tale was told as the pilgrims passed Deptford (line 4523 ), when in fact that locale was mentioned in connection with The Reeve's Tale (I, 3906). These blunders are all the more balling when we consider that Lydgate knew his master's poetry so thoroughly, line by line and phrase by phrase, that he seems under a divine decree to write only in echoes.
The verisimilitude of his own fiction is likewise frail. As pilgrim narrator, he stays in Canterbury for a shorter period than we would expect of a devout monk. 41 He announces that his tale will last for "the space as I suppose of vii. myle" (line 324), but when they reach Boughton-under Blean five miles along the road, he has finished only one-quarter of the story (lines 1044-46) . 42 Yet if Lydgate's talents were not primarily exer cised in creating a lively, credible fiction, this is not sufficient reason to dismiss the value of his enterprise. As C. S. Lewis once noted, "The stupidest contemporary, we may depend upon it, knew certain things about Chaucer's poetry which modern scholarship will never know, " 4 3 and John Lydgate was not the stupidest of Chaucer's readers. "The [Thebes] Prologue is not very merry and not very funny," Derek Pearsall has rightly observed; "the surprising thing is to find it being done at all." 44 Clues for discovering some of Lydgate's motives are to be found partly in his characterization of the Host and partly in his digressive homage to Chaucer. Harry Bailey is the shadow of his former self. As the sole member of the original cast with a speaking role, he is brought forward only as the agent of the tale-telling, the function he had performed in The
General Prolo g ue when he instigated the game. Here he is vulgar without charm, talkative without energy or life, his character emerging from the topics and tone of his conversation. He rattles away with recommendations for lodging and dining, which are the specialities of his profession, but he does so in peculiar slang which must have been for Lydgate a calculated exercise in what he thought to be Chaucer's low style. However sincerely this imitation may have been meant as flattery, Lydgate reserved outright praise for the twenty-line digression congratulat ing Chaucer as the "Floure of poetes thorghout al Breteyne" (line 40) and the "chief Registrer of pis pilgrimage" (line 48). This intrusion has the unsettling effect of reminding us that we are reading an account altered by the absence of its original pilgrim-narrator. Lydgate creates an additional paradox by disrupting the story to commend its original fabricator as the man who remembered and rehearsed these tales, as if they had actually been told along the road to Canterbury. This passage points beyond itself to the true nature of Lydgate's indebtedness. Just as the Host's identity is established by verbal style, the Prologue presents itself as a network of verbal borrowings rather than a coherent fiction -as an artifact made from a Chaucerian artifact, not from real life. 45 Lydgate's concerns were insis tently verbal, ultimately philosophical, and in any case different from the creation of a believable story. If the Prologue is badly done, it is probably because his interest was not fiction at all but rather history, which for him meant the lessons that could be drawn from the past and transmitted by writers. This is why his emphasis, as well as care for details, is influenced more strongly by the historical Knight's Tale than the fictitious General Prologue.
It has often been noted that Lydgate wrote Thebes without the sort of noble patron for whom he produced The Troy Book and later The Fall of Princes. 46 As such, this "poet's poem" can be viewed as an affectionate gesture toward Chaucer, but it might also be regarded as a critical response to what Lydgate found most profitable in the kind of poetry compiled in The Canterbury Tales, particularly The Knight's Tale. Robert Ayers argues that Lydgate, while believing that it was chronicle fact, offered his account of the rise and fall of Thebes as a speculum principis, with the practical lesson-which is also a moral lesson-that a ruler can best avoid misgover nance if he is truthful and constant in his dealings with others:
The unity of the Siege of Thebes, then, centers in the moral idea, and no episode, no characterization, and no tonal feature of the poem is extraneous to this essential moral purpose of the plot pattern. 47
Far from being some private commerce between a poet and his dead master, Lydgate's work fits Anne Middleton's description of a public poetry which is morally pious and yet whose "central pieties are worldly felicity and peaceful, harmonious communal existence." 48 45 lbid., pp. 85-86. Hammond, "Lydgate's Prologue," p. 361, remarks that it would be "an exercise for the student of Chaucer to trace this prologue, phrase by phrase and idea by idea, to its sources in the Canterbury Tales It remained for Lois Ebin to draw attention to Lydgate's self-conscious attitude toward poetry's "unique powers to bring concord out of discord, order out of disorder, civilization out of chaos" which is dramatized nowhere better than in his Thebes. 49 Departing from his sources, Lydgate recounts how Amphion founded Thebes solely through power oflanguage (lines 2 86-91):
I take record 10f kyng Amphyoun, That bylte Thebes be his elloquence Mor than of pride ;or of violence, Noble and riche 1that lik was nowher non, And thus the walles ; mad of lym and stoon Were reised first ; be syngyng of this kyng.
In another original stroke, he reports that the Muses refused to lend their presence at Edippus's incestuous wedding as they had at the nuptials of Mercury and Philology in the allegory by Martian us Capella (lines 8 30-4 7). This immoral marriage, so shunned by the high priestesses of poetry, sets off a political chain-reaction which leads to the extinction of the city, described in some of Lydgate's more touching verses (lines 4 5 54-61 ):
But Theseus 1myn Autour writ certeyn, Out of the feld ;or he fro Thebes wente, He betc it downe ;and the howsys brente, The puple slough 1for al her crying loude, Maad her wallys ;and her towrys proude Rounde aboute 1euene vpon a rowe, With the Soyle /to be !aide ful lowe That nou3t was left I but the soy le al bare.
Refining Ayers's insights, Ebin finds that the conflicts of the poem are not so much between individual characters as between the word and the sword. '.i o After Jocasta has failed to persuade her son Polyneices to reconcile himself with his brother Eteocles (Lines 3 726-3821 ), the final victory goes to weapons instead of words, and the siege continues until both sides are wasted. When Thebes is finally leveled and its population slaughtered, the poet looks forward four hundred years to the founding of Rome, which will, of course, suffer its own decline and fall, and he ends with an appeal for "pees and quyet I concord and vnite" (line 4703 ), echoing the language of the Treaty of Troyes which England had recently signed with France. As Walter F. Schirmer has noted, "While other poets wrote panegyric poems to Henry V, sang praises of the battle of Agincourt, or, like John Page in his poem The Siege of Rauen (1418-19), gave expression to his people's romantic and patriotic mood, Lydgate looked on the affair sub specie aeternitatis, in an epic seemingly valid for all time. " 51 The optimism of this plea for peace, however, veils the warning that his own state had the potential to follow the same tragic course as Thebes and Rome. Like a dutiful expounder of history, Lydgate insists that those who do not learn from the past are condemned to hear those mistakes repeated.
Much more can be said about Thebes as a separate work, but it is peculiarly interesting to explore the invitation, offered implicitly by Lyd gate and accepted by certain scribe-editors and Renaissance printers, to see the poem as a completion of The Canterbury Tales. As mentioned earlier, the poet seems to have had a faulty recollection of The General Prologue, but his knowledge of The Knight's Tale is so thorough that Ekwall the orizes that he retrieved a copy of Chaucer's poem before he finished his own but never bothered to return to his Prologue and make the necessary adjustments. 52 This hypothesis seems farfetched; Lydgate's familiarity with the contents of so many other tales, not to mention his understanding of the outline of the frame narrative, makes it highly improbable that he Pearsall has characterized it as "a new and improved version" of Chaucer's first Canterbury tale. More nearly contemporary in its response, Longleat 257 copies The Knight's Tale as a sequel to Thebes or, in current termi nology, Lydgate's poem as a "prequel" to Chaucer's. 55 What has not been fully appreciated is the structural relationship of the two poems within the context of the complete Canterbury collection as it has been expanded and redefined. At the point in the action when Theseus intervenes at Thebes on behalf of the noble widows, the two narratives begin to run concurrently. Lydgate switches his sources and twice reminds his audience that he is repeating what has already been heard in The Knight's Tale (lines 4520-24, 4531). Thus the stories dovetail with one another, as Lydgate uses narrative congruence and verbal echoes to knit up the end of his tale with the beginning of Chaucer's. A "retrospective patterning" emerges that gives a new but not wholly unexpected shape-liness to the enlarged work. 56 Lydgate sought to remind his audience of the geographical setting where the Knight had told his tale, as if to say that this return to the subject matter of the first fiction of the series parallels the pilgrims' physical return toward London. Since The Troy Book speaks of following Chaucer's "tracis" or footsteps, it would appear that Lydgate was familiar with the topos of a literary work as a via or journey. 57 The tale telling, then, like the journey itself, has come full circle. The end is made to join with the beginning, and the new structure suppresses the apocalyp tic in favor of the cyclical.
John Norton-Smith has observed that Lydgate was not normally gifted with "creative intuition," or what Geoffrey of Vinsauf had termed arche typus. 58 Yet the ending of Thebes suggests levels of significance which may have extended beyond the poet's conscious intention and therefore invite application of the archetypal criticism of our own century. On the face of things, a journey into the Kentish countryside and a return to the English capital suggest the basic pattern for a quest romance, and indeed Lydgate's work conforms almost perfectly with what Northrop Frye has described as the last or penseroso phase of romance, "a tale in quotation marks, where we have an opening setting with a small group of congenial people, and then the real story told by one of the members." The effect is to present through a leisurely contemplative haze a story which entertains its audi ence without unnerving them with the harsh confrontation of tragedy. 59 Social cataclysms assume reality only within the inner fiction, while the cozy audience within the frame narrative proceed with their lives in some privileged spot. So with Lydgate's Thebes there is no close frame. The circular return to The Knight's Tale bypasses Chaucer's General Prologue, 56 I am indebted for this term to Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic Closure: A Study of own Prologue, because these jangling pilgrims belong to the world of "game" which Lydgate dismisses in preference for the "ernest" of the kind of poetry for which he so valued Chaucer (lines 54-57).
The hero who is exalted at the end of Lydgate's poem is not the protagonist or the storyteller or even the audience, but rather the nation of the audience. This peculiar anagnonsis, or recognition of a communal heroism, should come as no complete surprise, since the pilgrims who travel through the English countryside have been presented from the beginning as a microcosm of the English nation. For the audience of readers as for the audience of pilgrims, the death struggle of the city of Thebes has taken place as a mental excursion recalling the fates of Athens and Rome while leading inexorably back to the present reality, which is none other than London, the civitas of their origins-or, as T. S. Eliot put it, "the nearest, in place and time, now and in England."
Frank Kermode has brilliantly demonstrated that the apocalyptic "sense of an ending," because it accords with theJudeo-Christian view of history as a rectilinear rather than cyclical movement of time, stood as the domi nant mode of literary closure up to the twentieth century. 60 Western writers observed a pattern in historical events free from the repetitions of ritual. Lydgate's Thebes presents a different pattern. Putting aside the apocalyptic implications of The Parson's Prologue and Chaucer's Retrac tion-the one public, the other private-Lydgate produces a story which formed part of a historical fabric composed of countless repetitions. The Lydgatian Canterbury Tales imposes on itself a circular structure for much the same purpose as Finnegans Wake. Each work's circularity reflects its author's vision of a historical past in which heroes and their civilizations constantly reenact the ritual of rise and fall upon Fortune's wheel. Lydgate learned this lesson in The Monk's Tale; later he would hammer away at it in his own Fall of Princes. 61 This circularity does not mean that the end of Lydgate's Thebes totally lacks apocalyptic features. The obliteration of a city and the slaughter of its people certainly gives a sense of finality, and the concluding plea for love to in the frame narrative, while the Beryn poet invested some of these same pilgrims with more dramatic vitality than they display in Chaucer's own links. Yet what these two continuators shared-and what modern critics must recognize-was an authentically medieval English sense that a pil grimage narrative could describe a round trip and not only a one-way passage to some cathedral shrine or the Celestial Jerusalem that lay beyond.
